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Learning analytics (LA)1 and educational data mining 
2 have gained increasing popularity in recent 

years. However, large-scale take-up in educational 

is strongly dependent on the quantity and quality of 

available data. Being able to interpret and understand 

data about learning activities, including respective 

knowledge about the learning domain, subjects, or 

skills is a prerequisite for carrying out higher-level 

analytics. However, data as generated through learning 

to a particular learning scenario and use case, often 

understanding and interpreting learning-related data 

-

tional and application boundaries.

the Web and have the potential to improve both the 

quantity and quality of LA data substantially by 1) en-

abling interpretation of data and 2) Web-wide sharing 

1 http://solaresearch.org
2 http://www.educationaldatamining.org 

of datasets across scenarios and institutional bound-

aries. Facilitated through established W3C standards 

popularity throughout the last decade, with over 
3  

through all sorts of entity-centric approaches, such 

as the use of knowledge graphs for facilitating Web 

search, a common practice in major search engines 

4 for annotating Web pages with 

structured facts. This also led to the emergence of a 

growing Web of educational data (d’Aquin, Adamou, & 

of shared vocabularies for educational purposes and 
5 or Freebase  for 

enriching and disambiguating data.

3 http://linkeddatacatalog.dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/
state/ 
4

5 http://dbpedia.org 
 http://freebase.org 
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Herder, Hendrik, & Taibi, 2014), as well as improving 

performance of LA tools and methods by enabling 1) 

the non-ambiguous interpretation of learning data 

the data used for evaluating and assessing LA meth-

ods and tools in research and educational practice. 

7 The LAK dataset 

research in LA and, on the other, constitutes an im-

portant resource in its own right by providing access 

how new insights can be generated from such a corpus 

and, at the same time, provide insights into observable 

data on the Web are becoming common practices with 

public higher education institutions as well as private 

resources. This includes data 1) about learning resourc-

es, ranging from dedicated educational resources to 

more informal knowledge resources and content, and 

2) data about learning activities.

opportunities for sharing, interpreting, or enriching 

data about both resources and activities in learning 

graph-based representation format, the so-called 
8 a common 

9) and most notably, the use 

of dereferenceable URIs to name things (i.e., enti-

dataset across the Web, and hence links data across 

different datasets. This facilitates, for instance, an 
10 being 

11 

or co-references in other datasets such as Freebase.12

These principles have enabled the emergence of a 

13 or the data.gov.

-

7 http://lak.linkededucation.org 
8

9 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/ 
10

11

12

13 

ularies, for instance, of data about cultural heritage 

(e.g., the Europeana dataset14). This has also led to the 

from institutions such as the Open University (UK)15 

or the National Research Council (Italy),  as well as 

publicly available educational resources, such as the 

-

ducation.org,17 LinkedUniversities.org,18 and LinkedUp19 

Catalog20  is an unprecedented collection of publicly 

-

ing data about dedicated open educational resources 

(OER), such as Open Courseware (OCW) or mEducator 

datasets, data about bibliographic resources, or meta-

data about other knowledge resources.

While data about learning activities is not frequently 

adopted to facilitate representation of social and activity 

can substantially improve the disambiguation, inter-

pretation, and understanding of data (as documented 

-

lytical processes of captured learning analytics data 

by disambiguating and enriching data, for instance, 

about subjects or competencies. This can improve the 

performance of learning analytics methods and tools 

Certain limitations are apparent, however, when 

dealing with reasoning-based approaches such as 

demands of interpreting and reasoning on knowledge 

21 methods. 

large-scale datasets, which are less frequent in LA and 

the misuse of schema terms, or the lack of semantic 

based datasets but prevail across data management 

14 http://ckan.net/package/europeana-lod 
15 http://data.open.ac.uk 

 http://data.cnr.it 
17 http://linkededucation.org 
18 http://linkeduniversities.org 
19 http://linkedup-project.eu 
20 http://data.linkededucation.org/linkedup/catalog/ 
21 Relational database management system. 

LINKED DATA IN LEARNING AND 
EDUCATION
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technologies of all kinds.

the potential to boost the adoption and improvement 

evaluation across a range of real-world datasets and 

scenarios.

LAK dataset,  a joint effort of an international consor-

tium consisting of the Society for Learning Analytics 

Research (SoLAR), ACM, the LinkedUp project, and 

the Educational Technology Institute of the National 

constitutes a near complete corpus of collected re-

d’Aquin, 2017). As such, the corpus enables unprec-

edented research on the scope and evolution of the 

LA community. Here, Table 29.1 reports an overview 

-

en the variety of sources, the data is split into four 

subgraphs (last column of Table 29.1 where different 

license models apply).22

To ensure wide interoperability of the data, we have 
23 and investigated widely 

publications. The scope of our data model is not cov-

22

are available under CC-BY licence. For data in graphshttp://lak.
-

ment with ACM to publish, share, and enable reuse of the data 
for research purposes. https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/2.0/
23

ered by a single vocabulary alone. For this reason, we 

opted for using established vocabularies such as BIBO, 

FOAF,24 SWRC, and Schema.org for all represented 

terms and included mappings between the chosen 

vocabularies as well as other overlapping ones. 25 The 

Web-wide adoption and maturity of the used schemas 

and their overlap with our data model. Table 29.2 

reports the concepts represented in the LAK dataset 

most frequently populated properties.

is enriched with entity links to other datasets, for 

instance to provide links to author and publication 

venue co-references and complementary information. 

-

mation about authors and venues in the LAK dataset, 

24

25 The currently implemented schema is available at http://lak.
linkededucation.org/schema/lak.rdf While this URL always refers 
to the latest version of the schema, current and previous versions 
are also accessible, for instance, via http://lak.linkededucation.org/
schema/lak-v0.2.rdf 

 http://data.semanticweb.org/ 

THE LAK DATASET: A LINKED DATA 
CORPUS FOR THE LEARNING 
ANALYTICS COMMUNITY

Table 29.2.

Concept Type #

Author

Journal Issue

Journal 2

Publication Venue # Papers Type Named Graph URI

ACM

Access

Access

Access

Access

Access

Table 29.1.
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useful, for instance, to complement the highly focused 

research to activities within that very community. On 

the other hand, such established links complement 

by 1) enriching the limited metadata with additional 

properties and 2) containing additional publications 

creating a more comprehensive knowledge graph of 

Computer Science literature as a whole.

-

erence vocabulary. To allow for a more structured 

retrieval and clustering of publications according to 

their topic-wise similarity, we have linked keywords, 

provided by authors, to their corresponding entities in 

-

ulary for paper topic annotations. Figure 29.1 depicts 

the links of resolved or enriched LAK entities.

been merely a matter of looking up LAK dataset en-

tities and adding owl:sameAs statements, which refer 

-

strate the key motivation: the creation of a global data 

graph rather than isolated datasets.

-

mented in the LAK dataset, we introduce some simple 

analysis enabled through the inherent links within 

the dataset, as described above. While a wide range 

of additional investigations can be found in the appli-
27  

here we focus on a set of very simple investigations and 

research questions. These can be answered merely by 

-

tween co-references described in the earlier section. 

These analyses are primarily aimed at demonstrating 

combining data from different sources. In particular, 

we investigate questions related to the following:

1. The research background and focus of researchers 

in the LA community, in order to shape a picture 

of the constituting disciplines and areas of this 

comparably new research area: This investigation 

27 See the application and publication sections at http://lak.linkede-
ducation.org

LINKED DATA-ENABLED INSIGHTS 
INTO THE LAK CORPUS: SCOPE AND 
TRENDS OF LEARNING ANALYTICS 
RESEARCH

Figure 29.1. Interlinking the LAK dataset.

Domain Property Range #

schema:Article schema:citation

ings
literal

literal

literal

schema:Article
schema:article

Body
literal

literal

Table 29.3.
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-

2. 

the topic (or category) mapping of LA keywords 

3. -

munities that can be derived from the data.

In both cases, our analysis has been conducted by 

taking into account all the publications of the LAK 

conferences from 2011 to 2014, available in the LAK 

dataset, in order to study the evolution of LA research 

over the years.

Who Makes Up the Learning Analytics 
Community?Publication Activities of LA 
Researchers

intersection of numerous academic disciplines such 

edition, the LAK conference has drawn the attention 

of what LA is. The core data of the LAK dataset, being 

does not enable any analysis into the origin and re-

search background of contributing researchers. The 

knowledge. In fact, by linking the resources represent-

ing the authors in the LAK dataset with the authors 

of interest of the authors.28 

For all LAK authors in each year from 2011 to 2014, 

-

thors of a respective year in the LAK dataset and 2) 

retrieving their previous publication venues (journals, 

28

(14%).

DBLP resource %

hanced Learning 

ing Technologies 

Mining

in Education

tive Learning

Intelligence

Machine Learning Journal

Table 29.4.
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journals for 2011 are reported in Table 29.4. This table 

has mainly involved authors with previous publications 

related to the Intelligent Tutor Systems, Educational 

Data Mining, , and Technology 

Enhanced Learning conferences. From a technical 

datasets were created as follows: LAK authors are 

through the owl:sameAs

in turn are connected with their publications in pre-

vious conferences and journals respectively through 

the swrc:series and the swrc:journal properties. The 

datasets allows us to deduce information about the 

number of publications of LAK authors in previous 

conferences and journals.

In Figure 29.2, we report the rank of the top 10 confer-

ences and journals in which LAK authors have published 

from 2011 to 2014. The top three positions are clearly 

-

gence in Education) conferences/journals. Starting in 

2013, the LAK conference appears in the top 10, growing 

in importance in 2014, indicating the constitution of 

year saw an increasing number of papers published 

TEL (European Conference on Technology Enhanced 

Learning) and ICALT (International Conference on 

Advanced Learning Technologies) conferences also 

in the last year.

Which Topics Make Up the LA Field?
How Does Topic Distribution Change Over 
Time?
In contrast to the previous investigations, interlinking 

Figure 29.2. Interlinking the LAK dataset.

Figure 29.3.
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entities allows us to investigate the semantics of 

graph and the inherent links of entities and categories. 

This, for instance, enables us to identify the overlap of 

LAK papers with other disciplines, such as Computer 

Science, Statistics, Technology Enhanced Learning, 

or Data Analysis.

As described in the previous section, links between 

by disambiguating terms (keywords) through state-

of-the-art NER (Name Entity Recognition) methods 

entities, http://dbpedia.org/resource/E-assessment 

and http://dbpedia.org/resource/Formative_assess-

ment29

is connected through the dc:subject property, to its 

-

-

papers can be clustered according to their structural 

in the LAK dataset is shown in Figure 29.4.30

Starting from this set of top-10 most frequent cate-

gories over 2011 to 2014, we evaluated the distances 

each conference year and the categories included in 
31 properties 

between E-Learning and Educational_technology is 

2, since Educational_technology is skos:broader of 

Distance_education and, in turn, Distance_education 

is skos:broader of E-learning.

-

ference papers also makes it easier to trace the trend 

of topics covered by LAK publications over the years. 

The radar chart in Figure 29.5 provides an overview of 

the calculated average distance between all categories 

extracted for each conference year and each category 

included in the “base category” set. From the analysis 

• Educational_technology played a key role in 2012 

29 See the following papers: http://data.linkededucation.org/re-
source/lak/conference/lak2011/paper/54 and http://data.linkede-

30

31

skos.html 

Figure 29.6. Evolution of selected categories, 

Figure 29.5. Evolution of the top-10 categories over 
time.

Figure 29.7.

Figure 29.4.
dataset (publications from 2011-2014).
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gained importance

• The fairly broad categories of Learning and Eval-

uation have had the greatest relevance in all years

• The relevance of Evaluation has an increasing 

trend over the years, with a sensitive increment 

from 2011 to 2012.

• Statistical_models peaked in 2011 and decreased 

in subsequent years.

To better understand trends for selected catego-

calculated for three arbitrarily selected categories, 

as the actual number of occurrences of a particular 

category minus the mean of all frequencies divided by 

the standard deviation. The Semantic_Web category 

appeared in LAK publications in 2013 and a slight 

increment can be observed between 2013 and 2014. 

The analysis of the trend for the Discourse_Analysis 

category reveals a positive increment over the years 

with a remarkable increment registered in the last 

year. On the contrary, we observe a negative trend for 

the Social_networks category; in fact, the relevance 

of this category decreased substantially from 2011 to 

2013, with a slightly increment in 2014.

Is There a Link Between the LD and LA 
Communities?
As indicated above, the analysis of authors contributing 

to the LAK community and the topic coverage of LAK 

Semantic Web on researchers in the LAK community, 

a question of relevance to the scope of this article. 

Figure 29.7 shows the percentage of authors linked with 

showing a positive trend related to the increment of 

authors from the Semantic Web community. This can 

be attributed either to SW researchers publishing more 

strongly in the LA community or that LA researchers 

began publishing in SW-related venues.

To investigate this further, the links between the au-

of Semantic Web-related publications by LA authors. 

These have been measured by the number of pub-

lications in the SWDF dataset by LA authors. As we 

already know from Figure 29.2, SW conferences are 

not in the top 10 list of previous publications for LAK 

authors, but the percentage of papers published by 

LA authors in SW conferences shows a positive trend 

over the years, even if the total number reduced in 

2014, as reported in Figure 29.8.

While some of these insights are hardly surprising, 

the ease with which they could be generated is worth 

highlighting: in all cases, data was fetched with a few 

links between co-references across different datasets 

of data from these different sources to answer more 

-

standing and interpreting data. As a key component 

is the use of global URIs for identifying entities and 

schema terms across the Web, which provides the 

foundations for cross-dataset linkage and querying, 

essentially creating a global knowledge graph.

In order to demonstrate the opportunities arising from 

into the state and evolution of the LA community 

and discipline, we have introduced the LAK dataset, 

These include investigations into the composition of 

and trends that can be derived from the LAK dataset 

While these insights were not meant to provide a 

they provide a glimpse into the opportunities arising 

data sources for interpreting data and investigating 

be feasible by looking at isolated data sources.

In this regard, a number of best practices emerge when 

sharing and reusing data on the Web, concerning 1) 

the data publishing side and 2) the data analysis side. 

& d’Aquin, 2017) describes the practices and design 

choices applied when building and publishing the 

CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS 
LEARNED

Figure 29.8. Trend of previous publications of LAK 
authors in SW conferences.
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we paid particular attention to designing a schema 

from established and well-used vocabulary terms. 

We considered a range of criteria, including the wide 

adoption of the used vocabulary terms, their coverage 

and match with the data model of the LAK dataset, as 

well as their inherent compatibility. We applied similar 

criteria when choosing linking candidates, such as 

providers.

While our initial analysis of the LAK dataset only 

provided a limited perspective on certain aspects of 

the LAK community and its evolution, it illustrates the 

ease with which particular research questions can 

dataset, as opposed to a traditional database. More 

thorough studies of the LA community have been car-

researchers have been invited to develop applications 

contained in the LAK dataset.
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